
Sysmex enhances diagnostic value  

with innovative testing, 

to bring greater trust and  

confidence to healthcare.

Sysmex operates in the domain of healthcare testing, 

which involves examining blood, urine, and other samples. 

We provide customers with a variety of products and services 

in more than 190 countries and regions. 

We will undertake new challenges in the field of diagnostics 

as the future of healthcare unfolds.
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We are working with stakeholders  

to resolve social issues.

Enhancing Medical Institutions’ Testing Systems
through the Development and Provision of a Diverse Product Portfolio

>>P21

Helping to Determine Diagnoses  
and Treatment Methods 
through the Development and Provision of Tests with  

High Diagnostic Value

>>P23 

Boosting Laboratory Productivity 
through Support for the Healthcare Professionals  

Who Underpin Testing

>>P22

Reducing Environmental Impact 
for Medical Institutions
through Environmentally Considerate Product 

Development and Business Activities

>>P24
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Sysmex’s Value Creation
By co-creating new value with our stakeholders, we strive to contribute  
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management quality.
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Editorial Policy

The Sysmex Report, an integrated report that summarizes financial and non-financial information, is intended to help stakeholders understand 
Sysmex’s medium- to long-term value creation. For more detailed information, please visit our website or see our Sustainability Data Book.
In editing this publication, we referred to the IIRC’s International Integrated Reporting Framework, as well as the Guidance for Collaborative 
Value Creation by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.

System of Disclosure

Financial Information Non-Financial Information
Sysmex Report (an integrated report, published annually)

Investor Relations Site

https://www.sysmex.co.jp/en/ir/index.html

This site discloses details of financial, stock and shareholder 
information.
 • Financial statements
 • Financial data, etc.

Sustainability Site

https://www.sysmex.co.jp/en/csr/index.html

 • Sustainability Data Book (PDF, published annually)
  https://www.sysmex.co.jp/en/csr/report/index.html
Corporate Governance Report

https://www.sysmex.co.jp/en/corporate/governance.html

Organizations Covered

In principle, this report covers the Sysmex Group (including Group 
companies in Japan and overseas). In this report, “Sysmex” refers to 
the Sysmex Group as a whole. “Sysmex Corporation” refers to the 
Company on a stand-alone basis.

Period Covered

The target period is fiscal 2020 (April 1, 2020 to March 31, 2021), but 
the report also covers some activities conducted after April 2021.

Accounting Standards

In fiscal 2016, we voluntarily adopted the International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS). In this report, figures presented up to 
fiscal 2014 are in accordance with Japanese GAAP. Figures from 
fiscal 2015, are presented in accordance with IFRS.

Forward-Looking Statements

Statements in this report pertaining to Sysmex’s future plans, strategies, 
business performance and other items are based on currently available 
information and involve certain risks and uncertainties. Actual results 
may differ materially from those anticipated in these statements.

Sustainability  
Data Book

Contents
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To ensure corporate sustainability in a constantly changing society, Mr. Nakatani believed it is essential that we our-
selves continue to take on challenges. In that spirit, Mr. Nakatani visited the United States in 1960 in search of new 
business ideas. His attention was drawn to the field of medical electronic devices. When he returned to Japan, Mr. 
Nakatani began working with young researchers, conducting studies and engaging in development. In 1963, they suc-
ceeded in the commercialization of Japan’s first automated hematology analyzer, the CC-1001.

Founder: Taro Nakatani

Founding philosophy, the “Three Aspects of Confidence”
Instilling confidence among business partners and employees 
defines the basis of our management.

• Total customer confidence in all of our products.
• Total confidence in our associates in all our business transactions.
•  Total confidence of our employees in themselves and all their work.

About Confidence

Mr. Nakatani noted that “There is no such thing as eternity in this 
world, and every flow must have its ebb. Companies are no excep-
tion to this rule.” He went on to share his thoughts on corporate 
management and confidence: “We will always strive to instill con-
fidence. It is important to keep in mind that without this effort, 
the company cannot survive and proceed with its work.”

An Ideal Unchanged Since Our Founding
Our founder, Taro Nakatani, defined our corporate objective thus: “By providing the products we create, we will help resolve the 

issues society faces and make our own lives more fulfilling.” This objective forms the basis for our founding philosophy, the “Three 

Aspects of Confidence.” These thoughts are carried forward in the “Sysmex Way,” the Sysmex Group’s current corporate philosophy.

With passion and flexibility, we demonstrate  
our individual competence and unsurpassed teamwork.

Shaping the advancement of healthcare.

We continue to create unique and innovative values,  
while building trust and confidence.

Corporate Philosophy for the Sysmex Group
In 2007, we formulated the “Sysmex Way,” the corporate philosophy for the Sysmex Group, carrying forward and expanding the 

perspective of our founding philosophy. Our current corporate philosophy consists of three parts: Mission, which defines our 

social raison d’etre and states how we hope to contribute to society; Value, which describes the values and management style that 

we must abide by; and Mind, which expresses the mindset that every employee within the Sysmex Group must observe. Our Core 

Behaviors encompass the customers, business partners and employers expressed in the “Three Aspects of Confidence.” In addition, 

they declare our objective of instilling confidence in other stakeholders: our shareholders and society.
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Major Stakeholders
Stakeholders described outside the circle are categorized according to our Core Behaviors. >>P8

Main Dialogue with Stakeholders
See page 83 for details.

¢ Materiality Items Supporting Sustainable Growth

STEP 1: Understand and Organize the Issues

Elicit global social issues and requests from 
stakeholders.

STEP 3: Confirm Suitability

Deliberate and approve at management meeting.

STEP 2: Prioritize

Evaluate medium- to long-term risks and 
opportunities from two perspectives, stakeholders 
and Sysmex, and order them according to priority.
Materiality Matrix
https://www.sysmex.co.jp/en/csr/management/
materiality.html

  Medical institutions
and commercial labs

More than 190 countries
and regions

Community 
and society 
(including NPOs)

More than 7.0 billion
people around

the world

Suppliers
Approximately 250 

companies
(Key Tier 1 suppliers)

Distributors
More than 600 

companies

Governments
and public bodies
More than 190 countries

and regions

Employees
More than 9,000

Shareholders
Approximately

12,000

Joint research
and development

partners
More than 200 themes

Patients, health examinees, etc.

Main Dialogue with StakeholdersStakeholders

Medical institutions and commercial labsCustomers
• Communication through sales, service and support activities
• Collection of the voice of the customer (VOC)
• Holding of scientific seminars (online)

• Corporate culture surveys and dialogue based on their results
• Configuration of a global internal reporting system
• Council meetings between labor and management

Sysmex Group employeesEmployees

Employees

Business 
Partners

Customers

Society

Shareholders

• Resolution of medical issues through innovation
• Improvement in accessibility to healthcare

• Pursuit of quality and trust
• Strengthening of supply chain management

• Environmental consideration through product 
lifecycles

• Reduction in environmental burdens through 
activities at business offices

• Corporate governance
• Compliance
• Risk management

• Sales growth 
• Increased operating profit
• Generation of free cash flow

• Provision of a comfortable working environment
• Promotion of diversity and inclusion
• Development of human resources
• Promotion of health and occupational safety

Resolution of medical issues 
through products and services

Responsible provision of 
products and services

Environmental consideration

Reinforcement of governance

Sustainable growth

Realization of an attractive 
workplace

Joint research and development partners
Suppliers
Distributors

Business 
Partners

• Communication through open innovation and alliances
• Communication based on procurement policies
• Holding of meetings with distributors

Shareholders and investorsShareholders
• Proactive disclosure and dialogue
• Holding of various briefings

Governments and public bodies
Community and society (including NPOs)

Society
• Collaboration and dialogue with government agencies and 

international organizations 
• Participation in local communities

SDG TargetsMateriality Targets

M
id-Term

 M
anagem

ent Plan

>>P35

>>Main Sustainability Targets P42

(As of the end of fiscal 2020)

Sysmex’s Stakeholders
Sysmex works alongside its business partners and employees to provide products and services to medical institutions and 

other customers in an effort to resolve medical issues. As our business expands, our stakeholders have grown more diverse. 

Nevertheless, our fundamental management philosophy of instilling confidence among our stakeholders has remained unchanged. 

To this end, we promote proactive dialogue and strive to co-create value.

Materiality
Sysmex creates value on society through collaborative relationships with a variety of stakeholders. Based on our relationships with 

stakeholders, we have identified issues that we prioritize (materiality) from a medium- to long-term perspective, and we aim to 

realize a sustainable society and achieve sustainable growth for Sysmex.

>> For details on materiality items, see the Sustainability Data Book 
>Materiality and Sustainability Targets P3

Identifying Materiality Items

Materiality items are priorities with a view to realizing a sus-

tainable society and achieving sustainable growth for Sysmex. 

We have identified these items by taking into account the 

needs and expectations elicited through stakeholder engage-

ment and Sysmex’s internal and external operating environ-

ments. We incorporate and promote specific targets and KPIs 

in our mid-term management plan. In fiscal 2021, we revisited 

our KPIs alongside our new mid-term management plan and 

set the reviewed KPIs as our new sustainability targets.

The Process of Identifying our Materiality
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